May 26, 2016

UFT ELECTION 2016 COMPLAINTS
Dear UFT Secretary Emil Pietromonaco,
Please see a response to your questions regarding our election complaints
below:
1.
MASS COLLECTION OF BALLOTS BY UNION MEMBERS IN EXCHANGE
FOR GOODS OR SERVICES- I
t has come to our attention that UFT members
advertised, and engaged in, providing goods, and sometimes money, in return for being
given UFT 2016 election ballots.
Please see the flyer from PS 97 Bronx UFT representative:

a) The full name of the school is PS 97 located at 1375 MACE AVENUE,
BRONX, NY 10469 PHONE: 718-655-4446. Witnessed by entire staff who

visited the staff lounge at PS 97 as the flyer was posted on the bulletin
board by Chapter Leader
. It was also distributed by Chapter
Leader
in every member’s mailbox. Chapter Leader
was also the one who was giving out $1 bills and water to all those
who gave in their UFT 2016 election ballot.
b) This exact flyer above was not observed in any other school to our
knowledge.
Please also see flyer from Curtis HS UFT rep where it is alleged that UFT umbrellas
were distributed.

a) Curtis HS, Staten Island. We understand that by the writing of this
response, you have already visited the school in question and perhaps
have investigated and collected more information than we originally had. In
Any case, UFT President Michael Mulgrew visited the school on May 4,
2016. Following the visit, Chapter Leader
states that he will
be giving out UFT umbrellas to all those who hand him UFT 2016 election
ballots. The above flyer was posted, so we assume it was witnessed by a
majority of the school.

2.
U
FT Ballot Rules 2016 were changed from 2013 in that a clearer “Non slate
vote” instruction was omitted.

2016 Ballot

3. The DOL OLMS TITLE 4 Chapter 13 rules on union election observers were
violated.
The rules state that any candidate can pick an observer to oversee aspects of
the ballot handling. This includes non union members unless the union's constitution
states otherwise. Our UFT constitution does not reference observers.
On May 25, 2016, UFT presidential candidate Francesco Portelos requested that non
UFT member Christina Vickers observe the handling, and pick up, of UFT ballots and
was denied the right by UFT Election Chair Amy Arundell and was denied.

Response:

Also on May 25, 2016, candidate Francesco Portelos himself went to observe the ballot
handling at the AAA and was made to wait over twenty minutes despite having spoken to UFT
Election Chair Amy Arundell on the phone. Instead of calling AAA to grant access, she instead
stated she has other things to take care of and has to “talk to people.” She then arrived with
UFT General Counsel Adam Ross and entrance was finally granted.
4. Use of union resources granted to some candidates and not others.
On May 13, 2016, the email below was sent by incumbent candidates, using union resources,
discussing voting in the UFT election. The same access was not afforded to other candidates.

5. Union staffers went to schools to discuss union issues and in doing so, during union
paid time stated in sum and substance “We need to support our elected union
representatives.”
One specific instance was at Curtis HS by
February 2016.

and

in or around

a) The date of the UFT rep’s visit to Curtis HS was on February 5, 2016. The speech
was witnessed by UFT members who attended
and
’s speech on the “Friedrich’s Supreme Court Case.” In speaking about the
attacks on unions, it was stated that 
“W
e need to support our elected union
representatives.
”
b) We have currently not heard about any other school where this alleged activity
transpired.
6. Bronx UFT staffers were involved in collecting nomination petition signatures for
incumbent caucus during union work hours, specifically at the front desk of the UFT
Bronx office on February 23, 2016.
a) The staffers alleged to have engaged in this behavior are the ones who were
working the front desk and greet incoming members. This allegedly transpired on
the afternoon of February 23, 2016.
b) What guarantee do we have that the member will not be retaliated against?

7. The UFT Election Committee is chosen in a way that it does not give a fair weight to
vote on issues or come to a consensus.
For all relative times, this was the breakdown of the incumbent selected UFT Election
Committee by name and representative caucus:

Sincerely,

Francesco Portelos
UFT Solidarity

